
Lecture to Language
= Ladle Rat Rotten Hut - sounds similar to a familar

story, but looks nothing like it. Understamdable when
specken out loud! Wants pawn tern, dare wersted.
* Language has redundancies!AndI our brain do a lot to make sense of speech

All Resolving Ambiguity
* Many types of ambiguity- Lexical

= river bank us.
Structural

ward defense, wearingsCommonwealth ban

- Acoustic
> top is. pot
> accents

* Context and disambiguation

" they were playing cards) is they were flaying, cards

* Primmin - exposure of concept increases activation ofrelated concepts Cash
i.e. top-down expectation y fich a River -Bank" ATM

approach reasonabe activations water

- Lanquage thisions ( parsing faihire)
"Many,- gave the child the dog bid a bandaid"
The horse raced past the barn fell"'

same

/ |
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Langnage in Social Interaction

- implied meaning* Progmatics
* Gricean implicature

* Conversational musicalive
sentence meaning

listeners
speaker meaning

construct speaker

* carper:
conversation

* Gricean maxims
* Qualidy
* Quarrily
* Relation
* Manner

from hiteral театия
principle - people generally contribute чо the

- speakers generally follow these principles

MAE!
tell the truth
give no more and

I thing and a mambygonely as posit
mo less if than necessary

relevarat a the conversation
speak as

* Ways to use Grieam maxis (from 80-180)- Violating vitate a maxim (tends to break-
Floating use a maxim for indireet communication
children learn words

conversations

#3 How

X Top-down 'I transitional probability
' statistical pattern recognation! - P ( a morpheme I precions morpheme)
> Nonsense word pattern• experiment constant stream of

pattern A kids get bored, change ender of
they snap back to attation.

- Parents use inflections deferently when talking

nonsence with

syllables
= Motherese

to kids

#2

#

mealin
Thrice'



Newred correlates with language

In brain:
- Broca's Area

- Broca's
for grammar

people speak with meaving but not grammer
- Wernicke's Area for meaningиа е. de atone an people speak moncence but with good grower

Is Whorfan Hypothesis

Is cognition constrained by langnage?

- Authoritarian governments outed people by removing
the word 'freedom!?

#4

aphasia


